PRESS RELEASE

NUMECENT ANNOUNCES ENTERPRISE OFFERING WITH CLOUDPAGING FOR ENTERPRISE
Reducing IT costs for Microsoft® Windows® Application Delivery on
both physical devices and VDI
Self-service app store-like catalog streamlines application delivery to end users
March 15, 2016 - Irvine, CA -Numecent®, a cloud software and services company providing
application delivery solutions and platforms, today announced that its Cloudpaging®
technology has been further expanded with a product focused on enterprise organizations.
Cloudpaging for Enterprise gives IT organizations a turn-key self-service app store-like
catalog for delivering applications to end users, while saving signiﬁcant time and reducing
costs that would otherwise be spent on manual deployment of applications.
Even with legacy application virtualization technologies, organizations spend a signiﬁcant
amount of time manually deploying software that is incompatible with such products.
Cloudpaging for Enterprise supports 99.9% of applications, the highest success rate of any
application delivery technology. With Cloudpaging for Enterprise, the costs normally
associated with onboarding new users, deploying new applications, delivering application
updates and other add, move, or change events can be greatly reduced. Technologies like
virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) address delivering a corporate desktop image but don’t
provide a single delivery method for applications to users on both VDI and users on physical
devices.
“Helping enterprise customers extract IT cost savings while streamlining how applications
are delivered is a key beneﬁt to deploying Cloudpaging for Enterprise,” said Tom Lagatta,
President and CEO of Numecent. “Our enterprise oﬀering augments whitelabeling of
Cloudpaging to ISV’s and Cloud Service Providers and ensures end customers can deploy
across Physical, VDI and BYOD users today.”
Numecent will be working with distribution partners globally to provide availability of
Cloudpaging for Enterprise to system integrators (SI’s), value added resellers (VAR’s), and
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managed service providers. Focused verticals for Cloudpaging for Enterprise include
Engineering, Banking and Finance, Healthcare, and Higher Education.
Numecent’s Cloudpaging technology delivers millions of application sessions annually and
has delivered more than 10,000 cloudiﬁed applications, including CAD,CAM, PLM, DCC and
specialized applications, to many enterprises around the world, bringing savings to IT
departments while simplifying on-boarding for new end users and reducing the IT impact
for delivering new applications and updates.
About Numecent
Numecent is a fast-growing software and cloud-services company pioneering application
delivery. Numecent’s Cloudpaging technology brings rapid, secure and friction free
provisioning of native applications from the cloud through virtualization and
containerization.
Delivering solutions to Enterprise customers via channel partners while also servicing
cloud providers and ISV’s, Numecent, has delivered cloudiﬁed applications worldwide,
reducing the pain points for application delivery while helping lower costs. Numecent was
founded in 2008, and is headquartered in Irvine, California. More information can be found
at www.numecent.com
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